Treatment of infections of the spine.
Spinal infection may involve the vertebrae, the intervertebral discs, and the adjacent intraspinal and paraspinal soft tissues. It often starts with subtle and insidious clinical signs and symptoms and may development to a debilitating and even life threatening disease. Spinal infections occur with increasing incidence and are nowadays a disease of everyday's practice for physicians treating spinal disorders. Traditionally, conservative treatment consisting of antibiosis and immobilisation is considered the first tier therapy. However, due to a considerably high rate of vertebral column instability or neurological impairment caused by the infected tissue, comprehensive experience with surgical measures have been acquired over the last decades. Thanks to tremendous improvements of surgical implants and techniques, surgical treatment has already begun to challenge conservative treatment to eventually become the first tier therapy for spinal infections in the future. This review seeks to give an overview of epidemiology, pathogenesis, diagnostic evaluation, and current nonsurgical and surgical therapy of spinal infections on the basis of the existing literature, which consists largely of retrospectively acquired data of single-centre experience with sample sizes of less than 100 patients treated with individually defined indications and treatment algorithms, and followed with various outcome parameters.